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In 1936 in The Philosophy of Rhetoric I.A. Richards argued that ‘‘Thought is metaphoric, . . . and the metaphors of language
derive therefrom’’ (p. 94). Twenty years later, in his influential article ‘‘Metaphor’’ Max Black (1955) set the stage for much
subsequent discussion by echoing Richards’ assertion that metaphor is a process of thought that is often not reducible to
some set of literal similarity statements. In Metaphors We Live By (1980) George Lakoff and I offered extensive empirical
support for the conceptual nature of metaphor by analyzing the workings of vast systems of conventional conceptual
metaphors that underlie language and other forms of symbolic human interaction.

Persistent critics of the metaphor as conceptual view have often pointed out that much of the evidence for the cognitive
nature of metaphor was linguistic, relying especially on polysemy evidence, such as the multiple related senses of the term
up, as in ‘‘She went up the stairs’’, ‘‘The prices went way up’’, and ‘‘She’s up there when it comes to prestige’’. As long as the
principal evidence for metaphor was of this sort, critics could continue to ask ‘‘where is the evidence for metaphor as
conceptual and not merely a linguistic phenomenon?’’

Consequently, one of the key issues in the metaphor debates has been whether there is widespread and compelling non-
linguistic evidence for the existence andworkings ofmetaphor. As far back as 1968 Virgil Aldrich published an essay entitled
‘‘VisualMetaphor’’, but therewas virtually no follow-up to Aldrich’swork and little attentionwas paid to other types of (non-
linguistic) evidence until the 1980s and 1990s. In Pictorial Metaphor in Advertising (1996) Charles Forceville eventually
revived the idea of visual metaphor as a serious topic. In a series of articles culminating in The Poetics of Mind (1994)
Raymond Gibbs took up the challenge to devise psychological experiments to test the idea that metaphor is conceptual, and
this opened the door to a number of subsequent studies that relied heavily on priming experiments. Around the same time,
David McNeill (1992) was doing his pioneering work on the role of metaphor in spontaneous gestures. By the time George
Lakoff and I wrote Philosophy in the Flesh (1999) we could identify at least nine types of empirical evidence for the reality of
conceptual metaphor. Some of this evidence was not directly linguistic, and over the last decade even more types of non-
linguistic evidence are appearing, especially from cognitive neuroscience.

However, despite mounting non-linguistic evidence, the debate about the cognitive status of metaphor continues, and it
is for this reason that Forceville and Urios-Aparisi’s new anthology is a welcome contribution to the growing body of
empirical support for the central role of metaphor in human conceptualization and reasoning. If nothing else, the articles in
this volume should put to rest any claim that metaphor is nothing but a matter of words. These contributions focus on
‘‘multimodal metaphors,’’ which Forceville defines as ‘‘metaphors whose target and source domains are each represented
exclusively or predominately in differentmodes’’ (p. 24).What counts as a distinctmode is a difficult and unsettled question,
but Forceville suggests at least nine plausible modes for themanifestation of metaphor: (1) pictorial signs; (2) written signs;
(3) spoken signs; (4) gestures; (5) sounds; (6) music; (7) smells; (8) tastes; and (9) touch. Multimodal metaphors are
contrasted with ‘‘monomodal’’ metaphors, in which the source and target domains are both within a single mode, as, for
example, in a visual ad or a cartoon in which both source and target are visually presented objects or actions. In addressing
the fundamental question of the status of metaphors as conceptual – as matters of thought – both multimodal and
monomodal evidence is relevant. It is therefore not surprising that most of the articles here analyze both monomodal and
multimodal examples in defense of the irreducible cognitive status of metaphor. The sections of the book are organized
around multimodality in cases from advertisements, political cartoons, comics and animation, spoken language and co-
speech gesture, music, and film.

However, this volume is not merely a defense of the conceptual nature of metaphor. In addition, some of these articles
require us to rethink certain popular assumptions of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT). For example, while it has been a
staple of CMT that we typically use concrete source domains to construct our understanding of an abstract target domain,
research on visual metaphor shows that often both the source and target domains are concrete in nature. The important
point here is that careful analysis of multimodal metaphor can sometimes lead to refinement and even qualification of
certain standard claims in CMT. An excellent set of examples of concrete-to-concrete mappings is presented by Rosario
Caballero in her chapter on metaphor and imagery in wine advertisements. She analyzes wine-tasting notes in which wines
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are metaphorically understood as TEXTILES, LIVING ORGANISMS, and GEOMETRIC ENTITIES. In one Spanish note the tannins are said to
be ‘‘pure velvet’’, while in French there is reference to ‘‘fine and silky tannins’’, and ‘‘in themouth’’ another wine ‘‘unfurls like
a tapestry onwhich aromas dance’’. Several striking examples of multimodality are also analyzed in this chapter, such as the
commercial for the Spanish Navarra wines which begins with a man apparently talking to his son about how to conduct
himself as he goes forth into the world and ends with a picture of a bottle of wine on a table, which we then recognize as the
‘‘son’’ who is about to present himself to the larger world.

Eduardo Urios-Aparisi introduces further complexity into the multimodality story with four interesting cases in which
metonymy –wherein one entity within a domain stands for either some other entity in that domain or for the entire domain
itself – works together with metaphorical mappings. In a family planning commercial we watch a knitted baby bootie being
progressively unraveled by pulling a single thread; meanwhile, the voice-over tells how many women are forced to make a
difficult and sometimes traumatic decision, followed by the admonition ‘‘Avoid that experience – Don’t hang by a thread’’
(accompanied by a picture of the resulting single thread left by the unraveled bootie). The metonymy GARMENT FOR PERSON
(here specified as BOOTIE FOR BABY) sets the stage for our double metaphorical understanding of UNDOING THE BOOTIE IS MAKING A
DECISION and subsequently UNRAVELING THE BOOTIE IS ABORTING, which leads to a final metaphorical notion that HANGING BY A
THREAD IS LIVING IN DANGER. As Urios-Aparisi observes, the word ‘‘abortion’’ is never uttered in the entire public announcement.

Ning Yu examines a complex blending of several conventional conceptual metaphors in a Chinese public service
commercial that presentsmodern China’smovement onto theworld stage as awoman in peasant dress dancing along from a
rural village into a contemporary metropolis, followed by her dancing with a partner on a large stage where she leads other
dancers toward a vision of the future. This is a marvelously rich example, and Ning Yu does a fine job of setting out in careful
detail the mappings of the several metaphors operating in the grand visual and verbal narrative.

In the section on political cartoons, Elisabeth El Refaie shows how, as CMT assumes, there are often shared bodily bases in
the sources domains of metaphors that make them candidates for universality. She then argues that, ‘‘while primary
metaphors are thought to be universal, they can be combined to formmore complexmappings between different domains of
experience, and at least some of these structural metaphors are assumed to be language or culture specific’’ (p. 181). The role
of cultural difference is not incompatible with CMT, but El Refaie at least shows how we can go about exploring cultural
variation. Norman Teng does a nice job of embellishing the complexity of what is required for an adequate comprehensive
account of metaphor with his compelling examples of how the alignment of images (such as relative size and spatial
relationships of objects) can be essential to the meaning and thought processes engendered by multimodal (visual-
linguistic) cases. Joost Schilperoord and Alfons Maes introduce further complexities in their examination of the ways
perspective-taking is built into the structure of many visual-linguistic metaphors, thus emphasizing the importance of
framing in our understanding of these metaphors. The one essay that seems out of place in this book is Francisco Yus’s
employment of Sperber and Wilson’s (1986) Relevance Theory combined with a Fodorian modularity hypothesis to give a
general interpretive strategy for metaphor. I cannot discuss the problems with this approach here. However, I invite you
consider the following programmatic sentence that characterizes Yus’s approach: ‘‘RT [Relevance Theory] predicts, following
Fodor’s (1983) theory of themodularity of mind, a context-free decoding of a linguistic string by the language module, which
sends a de-contextualized string of linguistic information to the central processor in order to be enriched inferentially into a
fully contextualized (and optimally relevant) interpretation that supposedly matches the speaker’s intended one’’ (p. 153). I
would simply observe that hardly any empirically responsible linguist thinkswe process context-free strings of symbols and
virtually no cognitive neuroscientist thinks there is a language module in the Fodorian sense, so it is difficult to see how this
interpretive model can even get off the ground. The reader will have to decide for herself about the adequacy and cognitive
plausibility of the highly intricate interpretive process that Yus claims is necessary for certain metaphors.

In the section on comics and animation Bart Eden gives an assessment of the primarymeans for the expression of anger in
the Asterix comics, which reinforces and extends Forceville’s earlier analysis of anger in Asterix La Zizanie. Kazuko Shinohara
and Yoshihiro Matsunaka carry out a similar Forceville-type analysis on various Japanese comics. Their treatment reveals
strong parallels with metaphorical models for various emotions in English, but also finds interesting cultural variations,
especially in the use of source domains involving external physical forces, such asmeteorological phenomena. As withmany
cases of cultural difference, we find some of these meteorological metaphors for emotions also in English (as in ‘‘She has a
stormy personality’’, ‘‘He stormed out of the room’’, and so forth), but in Japanese there is a far more fine-textured utilization
aspects of weather as a basis for understanding a person’s emotional or psychological state.

Section 5 is devoted to two excellent pieces on co-speech gestures. Cornelia Muller and Alan Cienki analyze a number of
co-speech gestures to show that (1) they are dynamic enactments of meaning and thought that are not merely derivative
from spoken metaphors; (2) there are both broadly recurring gestural structures (e.g., palm-up-open-hand for presenting a
topic) and also less codified andmore culturally variable gestures; and (3) thatmetaphoricity ismodality-independent. Irene
Mittelberg and Linda Waugh provide evidence for the priority of metonymic relations over metaphorical interpretations of
those metonymies. For instance, a lecturer’s hands held apart, palms facing with fingers slightly curved stands
metonymically for the ‘‘object’’ metaphorically held by them (here the metaphorical object is a sentence).

In the next section, in what to my mind is the most entertaining and thought-provoking essay in the volume, Lawrence
Zbikowski adds intriguing complexities to the range of multimodal phenomena by using examples of musical text painting
to examine language-to-music andmusic-to-languagemultimodal mappings. He analyzes a series of examples in support of
his contention that ‘‘[L]anguage gives us the means to represent symbolically objects and relations, and through these
representations we can direct the attention of another person to things within a shared referential frame. Music, by contrast,
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provides us with sonic analogs for dynamic processes that include movement through space (such as descent), physical
gestures (like knocking), and emotional states (such as obsession or the development of intimacy)’’ (p. 376). He concludes by
showing the need to employ conceptual blending theory in concert with metaphor analysis to explain how we experience
and understand music. Charles Forceville supplies a fascinating look at the key role that sound can play in establishing and
defining a source domain in a multimodal metaphor. With 10 highly entertaining examples, he explores some of the many
ways that sounds can interact with visual and verbal cues to set up the identity of a specific source domain and to precisely
structure our understanding of the target domain, such as a commercial in which a mini-corncob and a French bean ‘‘stand’’
together before a frozen vegetable package, with the Mendelsohn Wedding March playing in the background, or when fish
dart in, out, and around coral reefs accompanied by the sounds of street traffic (revving motors, screeching tires, sirens,
horns).

The final section looks at film. Max Rohdin focuses on films from 1920 to 1950, with examples that illustrate a variety of
visual metaphor mechanisms, such as superimposition, montage, verbal images, and cinematography (e.g., camera angles,
distorting lenses, distance framing). An example of superimposition from Fritz Lang’sMetroplis (1927) is a transition from an
image of a machine into a monster that devours people. A nice example of montage comes from Chaplin’s Modern Times

(1936) where we see, first, a herd of sheep moving together, followed by an image of a mass of people moving together,
followed by a shot revealing that those people are emerging, squashed together, from a subway exit. An interesting twist to
this metaphor of workers as sheep is that there is one black sheep in the first image, corresponding to one person in black
(Chaplin) in themoving crowd image, suggesting that the little tramp is a black sheep in thismodern industrial society. In the
final essay, Gunnar Eggertsson and Charles Forceville analyze three filmic developments of the ubiquitous HUMAN VICTIM IS
ANIMAL metaphor of the horror-movie genre. They show how this pervasive metaphor is developed via its submappings that
involve acts of hunting, caging, killing, slaughtering, and sometimes eating the victim.

Multimodal Metaphor is an important contribution to the massive literature on metaphor for at least four reasons. First,
these essays unequivocally support the conceptual nature of metaphor as a basic structure of human thought. In the face of
this massive evidence, no one could sanely maintain that metaphor is a ‘‘mere matter of words’’ or that it is not a
fundamental process of human conceptualization and reasoning. Second, it becomes absolutely clear just how much more
complex our metaphorical understanding is than was envisioned in earlier theories. The broad range of modes involved and
their intricate and varied ways of interacting sets the stage for future studies. Third, it is evident that we must have a
dynamic, process-oriented account of the ways meaning develops in the ongoing communicative exchange in which these
multimodal metaphors operate. Fourth, these analyses add to our knowledge of which body-based metaphors appear to be
good candidates for universality and which ones are clearly culturally specific. Multimodal metaphor is a topic whose time
has come, and this volume will help usher us into new, relatively uncharted aspects of metaphorical understanding.
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